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HUHAH SENSITIVITY TO ELCCTRIC FIELDS 
·•.· .. -

·. 
.by Clarence W, Wieske-lSA Member, 

Research Associate. 

ABSTRACT 

This paper is more of a chron!cle ~f 
the author's encounter with quite a rev
olutionary finding. It deals with the 
cause of low frequency 1 low energy AC 
fielcs and their effect on some persons, 
The work done to locate the tourcc and 
reduce the fields is outlined, It is po-

Laboratory for the Study of Senso1'y Systot:\s, 
~242 E, Speedway, Tucson, Arizona 

' inted out that the human implications 
and medical and clinical aspects should 

be of ifflportant interest, 

I connerited a low power sweep frequency 
generator to the water pipe and another 
ground, both about 100 feet frcm the 
house. L did not tell her this, but she\ 
remarked that therci was a peculiar nois~ 
like a barking dog, I turned on the pick1-
up equipment in the house and heard the 
same signal from the generator, The des
cription was accurate as it did sound 
like a barking dog! There was not enough 
power t6 vibrate metal in the house, and 
there was no possibility of an audible 
signal reaching the house. The places 

Rhilc we were in the Biological Scie-
·nces Department of the University of 
California Santa Barbara, we became in
terested in a noise problem in a newly. 
constructed house, The location was an 
unusually quiet one, so we decided to 
look for elect~ic fields first to sec if 
we could trace them to some metal which 
might be set into vibration by the· 
fie!cfs. ~.,, · 

To start with 1 a high gain battery 
operated tape recorder was used, The 
microphone was replaced with a pick-up 
coil or loop. The search coil picked up 
very strong harmonic frequencies from 
the 60 cycle electric service, teleph-

one service, gas servic~, water service 
and Petal in the heating system, A con
tact type stethoscqpe was then used in 
the strongest field area to find out if 
any metal was vibrating, There were no . 
audible vibrations of these fr~quencies. 

The woman of the house was the only 
one bothered by.the_noise. She described 
the same noise I was hearing on my pick
up loop! The "impossible deduction" was 
made that perhaps this ~oman could hear 
these alternating current ffelds without 
conv~rsi~n to audible sound waves. A 
simple test was made. The tape recording, 
was pl~yed back into the coil used for 
pick-up instead of the headphones, She 
instantly remarked, hYou mean you cannot 
hear that?" Uo audible sound CDuld be 
detected coming from the coil, yet she 
could hear it! A seiond test was made. 
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she indicated as the noisiest and quiet
est were checked and verified with the 
equip:nent. 

A test of this person was set up at 
a seminar at the University, A special 
audiomet~r test was devised to try to 
prove the sensitivity and frequency 
range under controlled conditions. In
stead of the regular headphones, a pair 
of coils were made to olace over the sub-

. ject·s ears and the sig~al was fed to the 
coils. When she entered the seminar room, 
she said the noise W?S extremely bad, 
The electromagnetic search coil did not 
i~dicate very strong magnetic fields, 
Wheq the subject placed the coils over 
her ears, and when the audiometer was 
turned on but the key left open, she 
s•id the noise from the coils. was in
tense. Because of this high background 
noise tests could not be Made, In fact 1 a 
control subject could hear a small 
amount of audible tone rrom loose coil 
turps vibrating, She could not this be
cause of the field backcround. 

The last test was for sensitivity to 
electrostatic fields, It had been assu~
ed at this time that electromagnetic fie
lds would be the most lozical as they wo
uld penetrate the ~ody, When the subject 
was placed between t~o metal sheets and 
AC Yoltages ~ere fed to th~m, she was 
able to correlati them with on and off. 
However it was not possible to avoid a 
very weak audible sienal from the metal 
as they acted as a weak electrostatic 
speaker, 
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If the subject could not hear the weak 

audible sfEnal because of the strong back

ground electrical noise; we might assume 

that she was most sensitive to about · 

3000 cycles from this test, 
A later checking of the troubles at 

the demonstration revealed what had happ- 1 
encd, The trouble was that the subject · 

was also sensitive to electrostatic field 

conditions, An electrostatic probe con

sisting of a metal disk on the end of a 

• polystyrene rod was connected to the amp~ 

lificr .In checking the lecture hall, the 

probe.picked up very. strong electrostatic 

fields mostly ·from a large number of 
fluorescent lamos, The coils connected to 

~he audiometer ~ere checked with the 

probe and it was f6und tha~ they w~re 

radiating a very strong electrostatic 

·field includinz the noise from the mask

ing oscillator in the audiometer, even 

though the masking oscillator switch was 

not closed, .The coils were delivering the' 

masking noise electrostatically because 

they were not shielded and grounded, 

·The new probe was taken to the house, 

and in r,oing over the house a different 

pattern was presented, All the AC opera-

·tcd equipment in the house had these 

~lcctrostatic fields about them, The tel

ephone was also radiating. For some years 

the subject at times has been able to an

swer the phone before it rang, The probe 

was tried ~uring an incoming call ~nd it 

wai found that the phone ~adiated conn

ection noises just before it rang! At 

times 1 she has heard phone conversation 

when near the wires, She was able to hear 

tape recorded music fed tori loop cf wire 

·on the floor. She alsci said that at times 

she could hear extreQely high pitched 

Morse code, A long wave marine receiver 

was obtained and it was found that she 

was hearing piopagated radio waves from 

long wave low frequency stations, These 

are continuous wave 1 unmodulated stations 

with a carrier in ~he audio frequency

spectrum around ~s,ooo cycl~s. 
Realizing that electrostatic fields 

. arc easily shielded with grounded metal 

shields 1 an experiment was tried, A grou

nd wire was brought into the house and a 

sheet of aluminum foil was placed around 

the subjects head, As soon as a wire from 

the foil was connected to the ground wire 

the noise level dropped, The probe show-

: e~ th~ same result, The o~cn wire low 
volta'r.e secon·dary of the door ch'"imcs · was 

producing a lot of noise in the kitchen, 

When one side of the low voltaee secon

dary wa5 grounded 1· the noise level in the 

kitchen dropped, Grounding the refriger

ator and freezer case also helped, Tel~ 

*phone noise was reduced when the wires 

were shielded •. 
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We investigated a second case almost 

identical, at a home in Monrovia, Cal, 

The same kind of conditions were pro
ducing str~1g elect~ical fields, The 

woman of the house was the only one hear

ing them, The same tests revealed that 

she was less sensitive than the first 

subject, but the fields rn this house 

were stronger, These two woman visited 

each other with interestirig results, 

When the Monrovia woman visited Santa 

Barbara, she could hear th~ noise in 

this house, but not as strong as in her 

own home, When the Santa Barbara woman 

visited Monrovia, she found the noise so 

~ad she had to talk loud to override the 

background noise. She could only stand 

it in the house for a short time, 
The first· womc:n _suffered very much 

from the effects of these fields, The 

overall body effect 1 feeling and pain 

was worse than the hcarine sensitivity. ( 
._This resulted in much loss of sleeo and · 

rest and agr,ravation of nervous co~d

itions, She became seriously ill with 

"shinolcs" which is a nerve endino dis

e~se,0Her doctor had to remove he; from 

this house for some time to overcome it, 

Thi feeling sc~sation she had from 

these fields sugg~sts sensitivity of 

sensory nerve endinr;s in the :;ki11, The 

special receptors for pain may be in
volved, She also described throbbino, 

sensations of a few cycles per seco~d. 

The equipment revealed sort of beat note 

pulsations of a few cycles per second, 

Determination of the reason for this 

hearing sensitivity requires much resea

rch, Some si~ple crude experiments were 

made, An eleitrostatic orobe in a clos-· 

ed glass tube was conne~tcd to .a source 

of variable frequency electrostatic 

energy, This was used to check teeth and 

-fillings, A _small open core coil with 

iron core was connected to a source of 

audio frequency current to produce 

limited fields of a few inches, These 

tests revealed that the teeth did not 

seem to be the reason for th~ hearing 

sensitivity, It was found that the left 

side of the head was most serisitive, 

When the subject was ill with the ~)ing
lcs1 it was the left side of the face 

that was most affected by the pain, 
swelling etc, It would be very interest

ing to test deaf individuals with the 

small coil to sec if any of them could 

hear the field, This poses a possibility 

of a new type of hearing aid that may 

work when the oidinary type will not. 
I have dev·oted r.1uch thought to· the 

problem of the scat of the sensitivity. 

I have evolved some ideas which I hooc 

to do more work on soon, I would lik~ to 

take the liberty of making some suppo
Gitions, 
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Someone once said of Tesla, "Because 

he saw further, he saw first". I think 

that oany iruths lie hidden behind 

barriers tl1at only exist in the f.lirrd, I 

hope that these suppositions will be 

tdken in th~ spirit in which they arc 

made; that is 1 to stimulate thinking by 

those more qualified in these fields, 

It may be that the sensitive unit is 

the nerve endings in the inner car, The 

nerve endings in the skin seem to be 

effected, It may be that it is'not 

n~ecssary to have conversion from elec

trical energy to mechanical energy to 

stimulate the hair cells in the cochlea 

which .ire connected with. the actual 

nerve fibre endings, Th~sc arc ihe sen

sory end organs. of hearing, Maybe the 

reaction to electrical fields in these 

tiny organs is on an~tomic level, If 

'conversion from electrical to mechan

ical energy is necessary, the~e are 

many transducer systems that could be 

considered. Some chemical or anatomical 

difference in some individuals may 

create transducer properties to some 

part of the inner ear. 
If any part of the mechanical system 

that transmits the sound pressure waves 

by mechanical means to the inner car 1 

for some reason was partly paramagnetic, 

diamagnetic, or even had oiezoelcctric 

properties, they might be-acted upon by 

electrical fields, For instance, the 

tectorial membrane •Or "roof" membrane 

which normally stimulates the hair cell~ 

.when the fluid in the cochlea is in 

.motion, could be set in motion by fields 

if it had some of the above properties, 

·Suppose soo~_:of the bony.mat.eri2.l around 

.the cochlea was a sort of dried out 

•'spongy mass with loose dielectric 

material. This might be set into vibra

tion by fiel<ls 1 the sound could travel 

to the nearby organ of Corti by bone 

conduction. Maybe these fields induce 

tiny currents in the inner car 1 and 

these currents stimulate the hair cells 

or even the nerves going to .the brain, 

I think the last possibility is the 

~ost plausible so I would. like to go 

into it in more detail. 
According to the membrane t~eory, the 

nerve fibre is polarized with negative 

ions on the inside and positive ions on 

the outside, The membrunc is semi

permeable to these ions, If the mem

brane semi-permeability breaks down 1 

the ooiarization breaks down, .If the 

pola~ization breaks down 1 · the semi

permeability breaks down, In either 

case 1 the breakdown is progressive along 

the nerve, and this is the nerve impulse. 
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The recovery of the semi-pcrmc~bility 

and polarization alon2 the nerve follows 

behind the nerve impulse, and the nerve 

bctomes ready for another stimulation. 

Any current reachin2 the nerve will 

depolarize a region and start the im

pulse to the brain, lf the nerve for 

some reason in some individuals is not 

as well insulated from these currents as 

in the tiormal individual, or if the 

cochlea is not as well insulated from 

these currents in some individuals, 

perhaps this could make them sensitive 

to these electrical fields. This theory 

would also help to explain· the three 

types of sensitivity as electromagnetic 

fields can induce electric currents in 

the tissues; electrostatic fields can 

cause currents by movement of charges; 

propaca!ed radio waves can induce 
currents as they pass through the body, 

If these .currents activate nerves in 

some people, they could cause suffering· 

as this woman has suffered, Perhaps 

many more are suffering from these 
effects, · · 

When you consider the electrical make

up of man and the continuously incrcas

fields we are subjected to, it seems 

more reasonable to me that this 

phenor.icnon would occu·r rather than not 

occur. I believe there could be an in

creasi~g incidence rather than an iso

lated few, 
In April 1963 I received a letter 

from a woman in Brooklyn, Hew York. Sh~ 

has been trying to find help in a case 

like this, She described the same s~rt 

pf trouble that the other two woman ·had. 

I sent her instructions for some ~ests 1 

a tape ~f the n6ises and some questions 

to answer. From the answer to the quest

ions and tests, I believe she may ~oss~: 

ibly be another sensitive person, Sbe '· 

sa~d that the recorded noise was whatr 

sh.c heard. 
I recently talked to nurses that had 

worked in mental institutions, They 

described patients who were always 

complaining and trying to get away from 

the terrible noise, Cotton in their ears 

did no good but certain rooms or areas 

were more quiet for them, I believe that 

it may be possible that some people may 

have been drive~ to these institutions 

because of the unbearable noise and 

·other effects, if they arc sensitive to 

·the fields, Maybe we are putting them in 

a worse field ar~a.· Maybe they could be 

helped by finding out if they arc sensi

tiv~ and if they are 1 placing them in a 

field free area ~ay hel~ their condition, 

I believe this is a vital thine to con

sider in this age of increasing mental. 

conditions. 
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SOURCE Of FIELDS 

Now we ~ill explain what-we found to be the source of most of these fields in this situation and we ~ill explain what what was done to improve the condition. The method of power distribution is about the same all over, Po~cr is distributed by three phase alternating current systems, In the area in which we worked, the high tension feeders fed thrce-phaie star conncc~ed transformers, The secondary voltage being 4160 volts between any two of the three leads of the star connection and 2400 volts between any one of these three leads and the grounded neutral of the star connection, This is a typical system, One of these three pha~e leads will go to one area with the grounded neutral and will serve and feed a nuaber of 2400 volt 240-120 volt transformers for subscribe~ service. ·They are now called primaries, Another three phase primar? and neutral goei to another area and the third goes to another, Fig,l. These areas may be adjacent, overlap, or may be on top of ~ach other. How you have three areas that have 4160 volts potential between ·them. They arc insulated from each other by the insulation between primary and -secondary of each distribution transformer in these different areas. However, there is a certain amount of electrostatic capacity between each primary and secondary of each transforuer. In other words, each transformer is a small capacitor or condenser. This capacity is too small to pass much 60 cycle current 1 but at high frequencies it can pass a lot of current, However, 60 cycles is not a trµe sine wave in power iystems, It is a distorte~ 60 cyc~es which means it is a combination of 60 cycles and higher harmonics of 60 cycles. These high frequency harmonics will readily pass through the small transformer capacity between primary and sccond_,i3ry. We might add at this point that an understanding of this analysis of"power distribution harmonic field problems can be of help in any laboratory where inter·fercnce is effecting certain delicate instrumentation set ups. The distortion of 60 cycle wave form is the resulx of many factors. Generators may produce poor waveform or motors on the c~rcuits ~ay cause har~onics because the of the air gaps in the armature slots. Transformers may produce harmonics depending upon the degree of saturation of the core. Ractifiers may produce harmonics. Series and ocrcury street lighting systems can cause troubl~s. 
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•.. The even harmonics such as the 2nd 1 4th 1 
6th, etc,, are usually not pres~nt, There are two types of odd harmonics. The first are the triple-harmo11ics 1 or those which arc multiples of th~e~; such as, the 3rd, 9th, 15th, ~1st, etc. The second arc the non-triple harmonics; such as, the 5th 1 7th, llth 1 etc, These non-triple harmonics flow out on the three phase transmission line and back the same as the fundamental 60 cycle currcnt,·Thcy add up to zero. The trip16 harm6nics 1 3rd, 9th, etc,; add up to three times the value of the triple harmonic curvent in each of the three phases, They arc called residuals, These voltages act between the thrpe power wires in parallel and ground. In other ·words, the three wires in parallel as one sido of the circuit and the ground or grounded neutral as the other_ side, Fig,2. 

In the star or wye connected. transformers with the neutral of the bank grounded, these triple harmonics ilow through the neutral ground. Howcver 0 this ground sys~em will include many other shunt systems such as water pipes and the earth itself which carries part of the currents. These stray currents in pipes set up strong fields becaus~ they may be separated from the other con-_ductor by some distance 1 even forming loops at times. Fig,2, These triple-harmonic currents are transferred fro~ primary to secondary of the.distrib~tion transformer by induction the same as the 60 cycle current. The 240 volt center tap is grounded at the transformer and to the water pipes in the house so one side of the 120 volt circuits in the house is common with the piping and the pipes can carry currents that will set up fields, These triple harmonics on the 2400 volt primaries are seeking a ground return so they arc capacity coupled from primary to secondary and into the house where they radiate .strong electrostatic fields a_nd the currcn_t enters the piping system creating electromagnetic fields. In speaking of these harmonics, we of course do not mean that all of them arc pres~nt. Only some of these are predominant depending on what is causing them. For 1nstance 1 the 150th t~iplcharmonic of 9 1 000 cycles miy be a predominant one in a certain case, In communication work it has been found that these triple, resiftual, or un- _ balanced currents can cause as much interference as 40 times the currents in balanced systems, and as much electro-

J 



static interference as 110 times the 
voltar,c in balanced systems, 

low let us considev the source of 

fields which arc hardest to track down& 

analyze, These arc the non-triple har

monics \-/hich normally circulate from 

one phase to the other with the 60 cycle 

power current in a balanc~d way without 

ground return, However, th~y do eet 

into eround p~ths in the followine way. 

·Remember we said that the three phases 

may go to thr~e separate areas in a 

distribution system, These three areas 

'arc interconnected with common water 

pipe 1 gas pipe, or other c6nductors, 
Each area is at q150 volts potential 
difference because of the electrostatic 

· capacity coupling from primary to sec
ondary of each distribution transformer, 

The center tap of each secondary is 
grounded to. water pipes in riach partic

ular area so the interconnecting pipes 

carry these ~on-triple har~bnic currents 

betwee~ phases. These pipe currents 
creat~ the fields, Fig,l, Also all 
grounded objects have an electrostatic 

field between them and any "hot" wire 

near them because the ground is common 

.bc~ween the phases, 
At this point let me illustrate. If 

you have an ordina:ry "zip" lamp cord 
that is connected to a load, you have 

both 60 cycle and harmonic current pass

ing through it, but little electro-· 
magnetic field around it because the 

conductors arc tlose together. The 
fields cancel because they arc in 
opposite directions and they envelope 

each other. One of the cor<l.~ires is 
also at eround potential so the ~lectro

static field about the "hot" wire is 
partly shielded by the grounded wire, 

and there will not be m~ch electrostatic 

field, How if you "zip" apart this cord 

you will have-a very different condi
tion. Each separate wire will have a 

strong electromagnetic field about it, 
In a situation w,here you have these 

harmonic ~urrents taking a ground or 
pipe path away fiom the other conductor, 

you will have strong fields, I£ you 
separate the two zip cord wires, you 
will be forming a loo~, The field will 

be strongei in the loop because it 
becomes a single turn inductance coil. 

.Water pipes can also form a large loop 

around a certain area, If you check 
thcse~scparatcd wires for~lectrostatic 

-field, you will find that the "hot" wire 

is.no longer shielded by the grounded 
wire, and it will be radiating a strong 
electrostatic·field, 

In the vicinity of a single three 
phase primary in one area ybu will have 

non-triple electrostatic fields because 
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the ground is common with the earth in 

another area fed by another phase, The 

triple harmonic electrostatic fields 

arc present ar~und all three feeders 
whether they are'separated or not 
because they a1'e in phas.e on all three 

with crou11ded neutral return, Also th'3 

electromagnetic fields arc stronier 

because of ground return paths, There arc 

many P.~~J...!lL.~..9..itions if the ovcr
a""lrj"ict11.tc is n_Q.'L.£1.ea~. For instance I 
an electrostatic probe will seemingly 

indicate that trees, bushes, and any 

grotindcd objects have these electro
static fields ~bout them. They simp-

. ly become ~art of th~ conducting path 
through the instruraent, In ch~cking 

fields around buried pipes for instance, 

we have cone to a "T" with one pipe 
branching into two, One pipe would have 

a very different sound than the other. 
One branch·would be conducting mostly 

non-triple currents between two different 

phase areas, and the other mostly triple 

harmonic currents to a three phase 
neutral ground somewhere, The third 
woul~ have both. 

REDUCING FIELDS 

Som~ of the measures taken to reduce 

the noise le~el in the .house will now be 

given, The kitch~n was the noisiest room 

so that was investigated first, Electro

statit fields were strongest, The open 

wire low voltage door chime wires in 
the attic were radiating strong electro

static fields because they acted as an 

antenna or an ungrounded radiating 
surface, This radiator ~as coupled to 

the source of harmo~ic voltages through 

t·hc primary to secondary capacity coup:. _ 

ling in the bell transformer, Grour.ding 

one side of the low voltage stopped 
this, Grounding ~11 electrical equip
ment such ~t the freezer box removed 
more. The tel~phone was also bringing 
in noise so with the cooperation of 
the telephone cor.ipany 1 the entrance 
wires ·,were replaced with shielded wires 

which helped more, Ungrounded fluoresent 

light fixtures in other rooms were 
grounded, This procedure was followed 
throughout the house to remove most of 

the elect~ostatic trouble, 
The electromagnetic fields were much 

more of a probler.i because they can not 

be stopped·with grounded shields of the 
ordinary type, Also grounding out static 

fields added more currents to the ground

ing system, adding more maenetic fields! 

The swimming pool was the best ground in 
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·the_ area, and strong currents were going 
to it so-it wai isolated from the house 
with insulating pipe bushings, Through" 
the cooperation of the water and gas , 
conpanies 1 the entrance pipes were iso~ 
lated from the house, All of this 
·reduced the pipe currents in the housq~ 

The next line of attack was outside 
of the house, We asked the electric 
company if they would have a special 
transforhlcr wound with an electrostatic 
shield between primary and secondary, 
This was done and they also cooperated 
in moving it further from the house, In 
the bottom of a creek bed below th~ now
~r pole a six foot deep trench was d~g 
about ten feet long in mostly rock, 
Sheets of copper were laid in the bottom 
and connected to heavy copper wire runn
ing t6 the pole transformer, Many bags 

· of salt and charcoal were emntied into 
the hole and then it was filied with 
dirt, This was kept wet, The idea was to 
obtain the best possible ground that 
would be better than the house ground 
and remote from the hous~. The shield 
between primary and secondary of the 
transformer, and the case were connected 
to this ground, The secondary neutral 
was also connected, 

This project resulted in the interce
ption of the non-triple harconics which 
could only get in through the capacity 

-coupling in the transformer, The capa
~itively coupled component of the ~riple 
harmonics were also intercepted and 
shunted to the new ground away from the 
house, This left only the inductively 
coupled component of the triple .harmoni-
cs going toJthe house, Thes~ set up · 
local conditions because the 240 volt 
center tap grounded system is split into 
two 120 volt circuits seivinp different 
par-ts ··of the house. Between the "hot" 
wires of the two circuits you have 
electrostatic conditions, For instance, 
the thermostat low ~oltage heating sys
tem contr~ls were on one circuit, and 
the door chimes were on the other. 
Between these two oocn wire circuit~ 
therewere strong electrostatic condit
ion~~ The thermostat and bell trarisfor
er secondary was grounded at one 
tercinal to remove the static fields, 
Now the common ground was conducting 
these currents and setting up magnetic 
fields. It seems li kc you c2n't win! 
However.;- this ~s less than the overall 
noise level found around the whole house 
and property from more iemote sources, 
60 the next step was to track these 
down, 

All of the water and gas lines in the 
area for many blocks around were checked 
with the coil. 
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Telephone lead cables and carriers were 
conducting hich curl'cnts, ~1::._~ts up to 
L~P.£££· .S w e r e m e a s t.l)' e d i n c a b l e s ~ 
~~ with clip-around AC mctet's and 
by breaking pipe connections, The most 
valuable tool devised for this work was 
a portable automatic cycling switch or 
contactor with long heavy leads that 
could be clipped on to pipes or wires, 
to alternately make and break a cross 
connection or make and break certain 
pipe or wire disconnections, We would 
turn this Qn ~nd then go back to the 
house to listen for changes in the 
noise, The intbrrupter was made so that 
the closed circuit. period was longer 
than the -0pcn period so that we could 
tell which way the noise was loudest, 
Some of these effects were heard with 
the i1rter1'upter miles away, The subject 
in the house also noted these changes, 
A noise generator was also used with 
this switch to alternately add noise to 
a pipe etc, 

During an electrical storm, the pow
er to most of the city was knocked out 
for a few moments. I was at home when 
this happened, I went to the phone to 
call this woman to sec what effect it 
had, Before I could.~all 9 she called 
me. She saidthat she was lying-down res
ting when suddenly the noise stopped, 
She got up to sec what happened and 
walked through the house, She was not/ 
aware that the electricity was off until 
she saw that the clock had stopped, The 
small amount of noise remaining during 
the power failure probably was comi~g 
from an insulated, high pressure gas 
main rinni~g from Los Angeles to Goleta 
north of Santi Barbara, This line_ passes 
within 25 feet of thi house and any pul
sating DC. cathodic pipe protection 
current would set uo a field the same 
as· alternating curr~nt, Pipe lines are 
protected from corrosion by electro
·lytic action by applying a lo~ voltage 
DC current to the pipe of ~ppositc 
polarity to the natural current so that 
iron ions do not leave the pipe to go to 
the soil, but ions fnom the soil go to 
the pipe, This current i~. supplied by 
rectified AC current units spaced at 
interuals along the line. Some of these 
units could have been outside of the 

·power failure area. 
Some incidental findings should be of 

·interest to water and gas companies, I 
believe that AC currents may be & factor 
i~ pipe corrosion, It has been thought 
that only DC currents were a factor. I 
believe that AC currents could in certain 
possible ways find a path through the 
water in a pipe and, by electrolisis 1 
break up tha water into hydrogen and 
oxygen, The oxygen could very well be 



the cause of known ~ltting on the inside 
of water mains, In some cases you may 
have rectification of the AC currents 
due to oxides, corroded contacts or 
joints, or some condition that would 
create a rectifier, The DC then would 
present cathodic deterioration problems, 

This last paragraph docs not negate 
all the work done on this projrict, It 
should instead create a greater challen
ge·, All of the work gradually brought 
the noise level down to a degree where 
the subject could live with what was 
left, The ptoblcm was complicated by th~ 
fact that continual changes were taking 
place in the area, Uew houses were built, 
new services were installed, New water 
lines and power lines were installed, The 
pattern of ground currents were changing, 
The noise kept increasing so that after 

.· a c9uple of years the tenants had to sell 
the house and find a quiet area, 

CONCLUSIONS 
• 

In this paper I have tried to show 
that this phenomenon of "Human Sensitiv
ity io Electric Fields" can exist, I 
believe that the source of fields can be 
traced 1 the method of distribution can be 

determined and some measures can be 
taken to reduce them if the need exists, 
I believe that this whole field from the 
physiological to the engineering invest
tigations requires competent attention 
by those qualified to do serious work 
on the subject•. __ . 

. • 

APPEHDIX 

,. 
A list of some of the equipment in 

this work-would include the following: 
lligh gain battery operated amplifiers 
and tape recordersi,A variety of electro
magnetic coils and probes; A variety of 
•lectrostatic probes and ground conduc~ 
~ion p~obes; Hieh pass,low pass, band 
pass and resonant tunable filters; Low 
frequency Marine Receiver; Oscilloscope; 
Signal generators; Noise generator; 
Mcgger; Harrr;onic wave analyz.er and· DB 
meter; Audiometer; Pen recorder; Clip-

. around AC meters; a variety of special 
devices made for specific purposes and 
unusual conditions such as an automatic 
&equencial switching device, We also us-

. ed a lot of heavy copper wire, electros
tatic shielding and some special magnet
ic shielding material. 
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gas and water comoanies cooperated in 
putting insulating bushincs at the 
meters of most all the houses in the 
area. The water c~rnpany even broke a 
bigh prcssur~ 12 inch steel line at two 
places and installed insulating joints, 
This line ran between an upper and lower 
reservoir and w~~ ~ermine nart of a 
large loop around the area. The electr
ic company cooperated in making tests 
by disconnecting for brief periods some 
areas, by switching phases, by send-
out cnginc~rs with soccial eouinmctit 
to measure harmonics.during icsis such 
as shutting down rotary condensers at 
~he substation, The phone company furn
ished a truck and a man to climb poles 
and measure and trace cpblc and cable 
carrier ~urtcnts in the wholc·arca. They 
also fu X'1'1 is hcd c orcrncncnt s to cxt>c:.-imcn t 
with resonant filt~rs for the phoneline,· 
The gas company furnished men ~ith radio 
communication to make tests by t~rning 
off ~nd on remote cathodic pi~e pro
tection units. Cooperative neighbors 
allowed me to go through their houses 
and properties with.~est equipment, 
' l hope that all .of the findings on 
this project will in some measure comp
ensate the cooocrativc comoanics for. 
thdr material· help. lf this sort of· 

. case should arise azain 1 l hope they can . 
derive some hclo fron what has been 
learned here, I·aa ~eady to cooperate 
with anyone wlshing h~lp. 

- ·. l · also want to th,rnk th-e :Bitilogy staf:f. 
at the.Uhivcrsity of California~ Santa 
Barbara, for their ~ooperation and ~nder
standing, 
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ADDENDUH 
. I 

On June 111_th ·:rst~ l. ""t~lkcd "t't> ,:·he 
Mon-r.ovia woman on "t'.h'C -p:htlne .. :She "tt\'irn·ked 
me for the proof l ·1,ras .ihl·'C t'D :gi:ve .he:r 
that .what she heard ·"-'a:s ~ :N:al t>lrts'ide 
condition and not i:n :he:r :nw:nd .. Si:nce "thl:s 
revelation she has '.bN?:11 .a:b.l·c "to :ad,'jus"t 
herself to the noise, 

On Jun~ 18th, after the ISA Symposium, 
I went to Santa Barbara and made a ~ape 
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~-

interview with the subject of this paper, 
She expressed her desire to cooperate in 
any way possible in further studies, 

In this interview she mentions that 
a dog she had in this house could not 
stand the noise and becar.ie so ill he had 
to be destroyed, He always preferred a 
certain spot in the horse corral to stay 
!n 1 the s2mc spot the horse liked, also 
a spot she herself went to as it was 
much more quie~ in regard to ~he field 
noises! This poses the possibility of 

.. , using cxperir.iental aninals in certain 
--1· tests. Homing pigeons in races at times 
·, h.ave been stranded on the house for days 

acting confused as to their bearings! It 
bas been hard to understand their use of. 
the DC earth field. However if they are 

• 

sensitive to low frequency AC fields, 
movement of their wings in. the steady 
earth magnetic field would induce AC 
currents in their body of the frequency 
of the wing beats. This could give them 
their bearings. 

She.also said that she encountered a 
strange condition in a friends house, A 
certain hallway was completely quiet in 
a small area, This m2y have be~n a nne 
in a thousand chante where the fields 
accidentally were in the right direction' 
strength and phases to cancel out each 
other in a small spot. It would be un
likely that natural shielding wo_uld be 
able to do this. 

We did make some attempts ·to do this 
in the previo~s work by picking up the 
noise, amplifying it 1 reversing the pha
se and injecting these fields into the 
house to try<-·to cancel the existing. fie
ld. Some mediocre effects were produced 
in this manner, but the variety of dir
rectio~s of many fields made it diffic
ult t~ use this as a solution. 

Th~ subj~et at present is living in a 
location and house I would have picked 
~ith my equipment. The ~round is damp 
and wooded instead of dry, It is on a 
steep hillside with no streets with pipes 
etc., below it. She is quite comfortable 
here. 

The subject has also had ~nether bad 
time with symptoms she had before from 
fields, She developed an infection in 
the cars and lost most all of her normal 
hearing for~ time, AC field ~oise 1 how
ever, did not diminish. 

. I am more convinced than ~ver that 
sbmelhiJi should be done about theoe 
findings and so is the subject. She 
said that she considers herself fortun
ate that she could hear the noise becau
se otherwise she would not have known 
what was causing her other conditions. 
She said the total body effect, feeling, 
pain ctc, 1 is worse than the sound! 
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